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To
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. All CEs/ SEs/XENs/ SDOs/ OP,

JEs-l Incharge Sub office in DHBVN.

Memo No. Ch-7lSD I C I R-16 145/ 1O/VoI-III
Dated: 08 , olt. Lo Ll

Subject:- * KI\IOW YOUR BILL'SCHEME.

It has come into the notice that there are large number of billing

and metering related issues/complaints of consumers due to which consumers

face harassment.

Accordingly, the matter has been considered by the Nigam and it

has been decided to launch the "Know Your Bill" Scheme. The operational

guidelines of the scheme are as under: -

1. On every Thursday, each SDO 'OP'will remain present in his/her office

and redress consumer grievances regarding electricity bills, metering,

connection dispute and tariff etc. from 10.00 AM to 02.00 PM. The

complaints received shall be resolved on the spot to the extent possible

and the record shall be maintained. Strict directions are hereby given to

follow the instructions and follow the schedule. On this day, SDOs (OP)

shall review all pending billing/metering complaints and ensure

resolution of all complaints with in timeline fixed by HERC.

2. Every Saturday has been fixed for holding village level Darbar in the

jurisdiction of Sub-Division by the SDO'OP'from 10.00 AM to 01.00 PM.

SDO will take the sub-division team of JElCAlLedger Clerk/Consumer

Clerk etc. with him and redress the consumer grievances pertaining to

electricity bill, metering, connection dispute, tariff etc. on the spot to the

extent possible.

3. In exceptional cases, if SDO is not present then senior most JE will hold

the village Darbar.

4. XEN 'OP'concerned will head the village Darbar in any sub-division every

fortnight and similarly, SE 'OP'will hold village Darbar once in a month

at circle level.

5. Wide publicity through print media, social media/SMS should be given to

the scheme.

6. SE 'OP'/XEN 'OP' shall ensure that no meeting is fixed during the time

SDO(OP)/XEN(OP) is occupied with the scheme.



7. Concerned staff should also remain present during the above schedule so

that site verification, if any required could be carried out on the same

day.

8. If any activity is required at the end of Commercial Back Office (CBO),

prompt action and redressal within 24hrs shall be ensured by Str/CBO.

And, if the complaint requires higher time in redressal like involving

binder management, SDO(OP) shall inform the fact to the complainant.

9. Ali out efforts be ensured to redress the complaints on the spot itself or

at the most within 24 hours and intimation be sent to concerned SE

'oP'/xEN'OP',.

10. SE(OP)/XEN(OP) shall review pendency of complaints in each sub-

division and ensure the success of this scheme.

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all

concerned for careful and meticulous compliance with immediate effect.
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